
February 20, 2012 
Echoes 
 
Most communities would be devastated by the suicide of a 12-yr. Old child. Not 
Spirit Lake Nation. Not one of the so-called "Leaders" really cares anything about 
any of the children. They are all more than happy to raid the programs, install 
their unqualified family members and cronies to run them, and pocket the money 
for themselves.  
 
The Social Services Program, as it was being run under Kevin Dauphinais, aka 
"Brownshield", was more of a Human Trafficking operation, than anything 
designed to help any of the families out there, and certainly, the well-being of the 
children was considered a joke to him and his friends.  A very sick joke.  
 
I heard awhile back how one Foster Parent who had a child since she was an 
infant, had that child abruptly taken away because, after all those years of not 
receiving either the STATE support, or any help, they said something about it.  
 
Apparently, they complained to someone in the State and word got back to 
Kevin, within the hour. And the Child, who knew no other parent or home in her 
life, was dragged away before nightfall, and placed in an environment where 
there were known pedophiles.  
 
When the girl and the parents complained to the court, Judge Molly McDonald, 
hearing the girl tell of being raped... laughed. Not figuratively, but out loud. She 
laughed. And the child was again sent back into that snake pit.  
 
Now I hear about a 12 yr old girl, who had been raised, since infancy, by a loving 
Foster Family. She was safe, bright and happy.  And, again, because the Foster 
parent said something to someone about what was obviously criminal in Social 
Services... word got to Kevin, and the story is the same.  
 
The courtroom scene as described, is the same. Molly laughing as a child cries 
telling about being raped. Molly called her a liar. Sent her back.  
 
At the age of 12, the girl suicided.  
 
And Molly laughed.  
 
Are these two different stories? Possibly. This is a scene that has taken place 
over and over again, between Social Services and with the aid and assistance of 
the Tribal Court--- judges all appointed at the pleasure of the Chairman.  
 
Children continue to be dragged out of safe homes, with no reason given, and 
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handed over to anyone at large. Typically, it is to a dangerous parent, pedophile 
environment, drugs and abuse.  The child is never safe again. The Tribal Court 
backs up whatever Social Services wants.  There is money to be made here.   
 
Lots of money to be made. Programs getting the stamp of approval from The 
State, which never investigated any of the cases, but rather, would just ask, on a 
yearly basis, for one case summary.  Never bothered to look. 
 
Well, now, they are looking. And more children have been grabbed out of safe 
homes so that the paper trail could be destroyed. More than 50 children are now 
unaccounted for in that system. That, in less than six months. Possible more 
children are missing. There is no way to know. 
 
The State, humiliated by the revelations that they do nothing to protect the 
children and that they have in fact, been shoveling money into the programs 
without any audit or investigation; and only after the BIA was also humiliated into 
investigating and pulled their funding from the tribe, is 'threatening' to pull their  
Title IVe monies out of the tribe. They gave the tribe 30 days to pull the entire 
program into compliance (or get better forgers?).  Roger "Weenie Boy" waited 
until almost two weeks and requested an additional 15 days to get things in 
order. He got the extension.  Just more time to destroy files and hide bodies... 
tiny little broken bodies.  
 
The BIA did not take any steps to protect the children, mind you.  Just to keep 
from "knowingly" or "with reckless disregard" funding an obvious criminal 
operation.   The BIA has kept in place, the Liaison Agent, Rodney Cavenaugh, 
whom they know is both lazy and corrupt. Nothing really changed, but they can 
say they are not paying for it any longer. Still paying the salaries of the most 
corrupt BIA Police Department, Agent, and ignoring complaints, but at least, not 
funding the harm to children.  Not investigating, not even looking, but going 
through the motions of being "fiscally responsible." 
 
Changing nothing, really. Because of the Indian Act, and Indian Lands and 
People's being placed under the "Guardianship" of the Federal Government, the 
Department of Interior, to be exact, like the game, the buffalo, the parks... as if 
Indian People are in fact, "Property of the US Government", the Federal 
Government, along with granting Tribal Leaders free reign to do anything they 
want, while simultaneously denying Individual Indians from registering complaints 
of any sort directly with the Federal or State Government, ensures that corruption 
is not only likely, but will be well-funded and preserved.  They call it "Sovereignty" 
and it is the blanket excuse for not doing their jobs-- despite the fact that STATE 
and Federal Government has the right and the responsibility to audit programs 
that receive their funds.  And that any child in that State is the responsibility of 
that State to ensure their safety, education, and protection. Nowhere more so 
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than where STATE FUNDS go to the support of that child.  
 
Ok, now the State is willing to withdraw funds. Big whoop. Not investigating 
criminal charges of fraud and abuse; of Child endangerment; of Human 
Trafficking; and turning away (talk to the hand) any possible investigation into the 
50 or more children not accounted for.  
 
One of the conditions is that during this interim, "no more children are removed 
from their Foster homes..." Wow, what about the ones that already have been? 
What about after? And, since you never did any real investigations, don't really 
know what children are where... how will you, The STATE know if any more 
children are snatched? It would be funny, in a dark way, if not for the rapes and 
suicides. Do I make you uncomfortable? Go have a cuppa coffee and talk about 
that Fighting Sioux thing. I hear it is the only thing going on in Indian Country. 
Absolutely the only thing. Just look at the ink that has been spilled on it. (Ignore 
the blood on the walls).  
 
They do not investigate the Suicides, nor the rapes. They don't care. They don't 
have to. They still get paid if they don't look. But if they do look, they might see 
that someone in their own structure, hierarchy, department, is also involved. 
Someone is giving the heads up to Social Services to tell them who is making the 
complaints, what is being said, and giving them a chance to retaliate by removing 
the child and placing them at risk, for reasons both criminal and just plain 
punitive.  
 
Shame on the State of North Dakota. Shame on the BIA.  
 
That little girl had nowhere to turn. Nor did any of the children who were sold off 
before her, or since. Her death is the Fault of the System that ignored her as 
much as it is the fault of the criminals allowed to continue on, running the 
programs in the way you would expect a criminal syndicate to run them.  
 
The FBI Protects The Turdclan 
 
Tim Purdon, you lied. When you made a statement to the press about the two 
murdered children, you said an arrest had been made. People thought there had 
been an arrest for murder, but that was not true last May, nor is it yet true. You 
arrested the father for Child Endangerment. Nothing more. No charges of murder 
have yet to be filed in that case. 
 
But, somehow, probably through the worthless Badgers in the Tribal Police, 
every witness that also saw Jr. Herman, a registered sex offender, also go into 
that house where their bodies were found, when the children were known to be 
present, and indeed, several times that day that they were murdered... all those 
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witnesses have managed to be outed and their statements handed directly over 
to Poopsie.  
 
They have been beat up, threatened and now, deny their statements. Jr. Herman 
is Pisster's son. He knows about the Murder of Eddie Peltier. If he goes to prison, 
he talks and down goes the Turdclan... and Poopsie has promised that if he goes 
down, he will take everyone with him: Everyone. That includes the FBI agents 
who helped him cover up his crimes, the judges he paid off, and the politicians at 
all levels: City, County, State and Federal.  
 
So, any surprise that there has been no real arrest for the murder of those two 
little children? Raped, stabbed, beaten, sliced and abused? What are you waiting 
for, Mr. Purdon? More witnesses to come forward? Yeah, right.  
 
More recently, Jr. Herman raped and beat up a 7 yr. Old girl. He just got found 
"not guilty". Why? Because Bentley Grey Bear (him again) is the one who 
investigated the crime and managed, as he always does when it is anyone in the 
Yankton Family, to 'accidentally' mess up the evidence and the investigation to 
the point that nothing was left on which to build a case.  
 
And, Janice Morley, who is supposed to be supervising or directing any of these 
major investigations, shrugs her shoulders and acts like there is nothing she can 
do.  Bentley is really good at throwing cases. He's done it often enough. He's the 
go-to man for the Yankton Clan. (His Daddy would be so proud of him!)  
 
But this is nothing new. This is how the USAG and the FBI manage to never have 
anything to investigate. Or, they investigate it like performance art, but never 
make an arrest.  
 
As when Steven Bruce Cartier was found to have over ONE MILLION CHILD 
PORN IMAGES on his computers, and known to work with at least 3 level 3 Sex 
offenders, but was tried as if he was on his own and did it all on his own. They 
never investigated any of the computers that were in the reach of any of the 
known and registered sex offenders that he worked with.  
 
And, that bust came just 2 days after Poopsie suddenly got rid of every computer 
in the casino, despite them all being brand new less than 6 months earlier... 
suddenly, as evening set in, loaded every computer into the back of a truck, 
which was driven by Roger (over to Steven Bruce Cartier's house, maybe?)... 
and then replaced with new ones.  It was "ALMOST" as if someone had given a 
heads up to Poopsie that the kiddie porn his family was into, was going to be 
busted... pure coincidence, right?  
 
And the USAG at the time got a conviction without really trying. Never even 
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looked at the immediate circle of pedophiles she knew were operating in that 
rez.  Now, who did she and her family have dinner with right after that trial? It was 
a 'celebration' at her doing her job-- protecting the Turdclan from any prying eyes. 
 
Does anyone in Law Enforcement believe, for one second, that the man 
generated over 1 Million images and videos on his computer stash… and no one 
else had any ʻsharingʼ or involvement? Me neither. Conviction. Case Closed. No 
looky. Safe! 
 
Well, now the FBI, so I am told, is "investigating" (A-gin) both the Social Services, 
especially Kevin's expenses... and Clarisse covering up for him... (his sister, 
guys, look it up) as she can being she is on the Tribal Council and that is what 
they do best: Cover up the missing money.  
 
And, I am told, the FBI is also 'investigating' the fact that so many of Bentley's 
cases (go back about 15 yrs, boys, there's plenty there) seem to fall apart in 
court-- especially where a child is raped and the perp is a Yankton.   
 
I used to get all excited about these "Investigations" but it is like watching a 
ballet. Thrilling. Amazing! But the steps are all managed and no one ever goes 
off script. If they did, the whole dance would fall apart and people would laugh. 
 
So yeah, the FBI is again on the rez, doing that same old dance.  
 
There is an echo being carried on the wind out there. You can hear it in the 
middle of the day. It's a child screaming for help, sobbing, followed by Molly 
McDonald ... laughing.  
 
The media wants it to look like the State is really taking this seriously. They 
aren't. They are taking away the money. They are not investigating the harm to 
children. They are not trying to save these children. They are not even trying to 
protect these children. The Media are all doing a dance of their own. They want 
to be able to 'keep access' to people in government. That's how they get all the 
big stories they will never write or broadcast. It's like an invisible trophy of some 
sort.  Something they keep between them. Like a Secret.  
 
If 50 children disappeared in 6 months from your community, and no one knew 
where they were... would you just ignore it? Who would you complain to?  
 
Now, if you are considered the property of government, and you had to go 
through a protocol wherein you could only be heard if the people you are 
complaining about agree to be investigated, what would you do?  
 
Is this really how the State of North Dakota and the BIA and the Federal 
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Government and the FBI want to dance? It's the same show, over and over 
again. I am not impressed. I've been watching this show over and over now. I 
know how it ends. It never ends. Neither does it go anywhere. (Meet me in the 
lobby).  
 
(Go Fighting Sioux. Just fucking go, will ya? Make room for something that really 
matters to Indian Country.) I do love how the SIFs (Serious Indian Faces) all hold 
that this stupid Logo thing is about the dignity of Indian People. They never once 
mention their children. Fighting Sioux Logo? Really important. Children in 
danger? Suiciding? Not so much. And it is what media wants to feed ALL of us, 
as 'relevant' and 'news'.  
 
A 12 yr. Old Girl was placed in danger, because the person who ran the program 
was mad at the people who were filing a legitimate complaint on him. He 
punished them by hurting her. Better yet, by putting her where he knew she 
would be hurt. And he and his pal, Dennis Meier, have done it at least 50 times in 
the past six months.  
 
You know about it now. What are you, all of you, going to do about it? Most of the 
people who read this blog don't live on that rez. You all have more power to do 
something about this, demand investigations and immediate rescue of these 
children. You have more power to protect them than their own families and their 
Foster Parents. At least complain to your TV and Newspapers that perhaps, 
despite the vital importance of this whole logo thing, they might want to bring you 
something of substance.  Something you can all relate to. If not the abuse of the 
children who are trafficked out there, then at least, perhaps, the millions of tax 
dollars fed into that criminal operation. Either or. I really don't care. Anything but 
that stupid Sioux Logo crap.  
 
There's that nasty echo again. The screaming, the sobbing, the laughing.  
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


